Smart Health Has Arrived
Introducing Shae™. The world’s most advanced virtual health assistant.
The evolution of ph360 has arrived.
This changes everything.
You want your health back, your feelings of well-being
and vitality. You want to look and feel your best. You
want to prevent chronic illness. And you want to make
what works for you.

The World’s First Personalized Health Program...in the palm of your hand
You know you’re unique. There is no-one else just like you. We know that too. So why should you eat,
exercise, sleep, live, work, socialize and love like everyone else? You shouldn’t.

Meet Shae™ .
Shae™ is the evolution of ph360. All of the features of
illness or disease, Shae™ can you help you regain equilibrium
in your body. If you are healthy, Shae™ takes the guesswork
out of staying that way. If you want to take your health to the
next level, Shae ™ will challenge you to get there every single
day.
Shae ™ – technology and science unite – personalized
data display, complete food suite, integration with wearable
devices, sleep assist, schedule optimizer and so much more.
Discover ShaeTM at http://bit.ly/Shae-VirtualHealthAssistant

What is ph360.me?
Your very own online health and wellness program designed
to bring you personalized health. It cuts through all the oneyour own data to help you discover what’s really right for
you!
It provides a series of health and lifestyle insights and
recommendations customized just for you and designed
to help you live your best life. Practical, actionable lifestyle
wisdom personalized just for you.

Find out more at http://bit.ly/Shae-VirtualHealthAssistant

Practical

Actionable

Simple

Those are as unique as you are. What do you need to transform? Many have experienced increased
energy, improved concentration and productivity, reduced feelings of stress and greater vitality. Others have
during serious illnesses like cancer.

How does it work?

2. Discover yourself
3. Balance your life

You can share in personalized health and share ShaeTM
The Global ChangeMakers Initiative

We, a very large group of ph360 supporters, have joined together to initiate a campaign to fast track the
development of ShaeTM We’re bringing access to personalized health to everyone.

What can you do?
You can join us right now in experiencing the ph360 lifestyle and living a life of optimal health. And you can
take it a step further and make an impact on world health. You can make a pledge to help bring ShaeTM to
people all over the world, providing a chance at better health outcomes because of you. Your pledge will
the Global Health Collective on Facebook or talk to one of our Global Changemakers soon.

Care. Share. Give.

